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Abstract. One of the recently addressed research directions focuses on
the issues raised by the diffusion of highly dynamic on-line information,
particularly on the problem of mining topic evolutions from news. Among
several applications, risk identification and analysis may exploit mining
topic evolution from news in order to support law enforcement officers in
risk and threat assessment. Assimilating the concept of topic to the con-
cept of crime typology represented by a group of “similar” criminals, it is
possible to apply topic evolution mining techniques to discover evolutions
of criminal behaviors over time. At this aim, we incrementally analyze
streams of publicly available news about criminals (e.g. daily police re-
ports, public court records, legal instruments) in order to identify clusters
of similar criminals and represent their evolution over time. Experimen-
tal results on both real world and synthetically generated datasets prove
the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

Over the last years, Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [3, 25, 5] is being rec-
ognized as an important research area in data mining. According to the classifi-
cation suggested in [10], there are three main research lines in TDT:

– News segmentation: news coming from streams are clustered according to
their topic. Each cluster represents the same topic across the time dimension.

– New topic detection: new clusters are identified from streams of news.
– Topic tracking : evolutions of clusters are tracked. In this case, incoming news

can be associated to existing clusters, causing changes in clusters’ properties.

By focusing our attention on topic tracking, in this paper, we argue that it is
possible such techniques to discover evolutions of criminal behaviors over time.
This approach would lead to gain useful knowledge that law enforcement officers
can profitably exploit in risk and threat assessment. In general, studies in the
literature have proved the effectiveness of data mining techniques in supporting
the investigative activity [9, 15, 22] in risk identification and analysis. In this re-
spect, we contribute by proposing a method that incrementally analyzes streams
of news in order to identify clusters of “similar” criminals and represent their
evolution over time. At this purpose, we apply a time-slice density estimation



method [2] that allows us to represent and analyze the evolution of the profile
associated to each criminal by measuring the rate of change of criminal activi-
ties’ properties and peculiarities over a time horizon. The proposed approach is
tailored to deal with news, that are relatively easy to collect but are, in general,
short and tend to spread and fade in volume on a specific topic in relatively
small time intervals. This means that it is necessary to model the evolutions of
underlying activities/phenomena by analyzing small textual documents.

This paper studies the problem of mining evolutions in terms of understand-
ing the nature of the data changes in streams of news. Indeed, in the literature,
several papers have faced this task and, in particular, the problem of tracking
topics, ideas and “memes” from news [17, 27]. However, differently from papers
found in the literature, in this work we do not consider variations and evolution
(in volume) of short and distinctive phrases in the news, but the evolution (about
properties associated to crime activities) of each single criminal to which multi-
ple news can be associated. An evolution is expressed according to the relevant
terms that allow us the representation and characterization of criminals. From
the methodological viewpoint, we do not identify the evolution by evaluating
whether a particular data mining model has become stale or not because of the
underlying change in the data distribution [16, 2], but we provide the user with
an understanding of the changes by eliciting the relevant terms and their weight.

The contribution of this paper is manifold: i) to define an unsupervised fea-
ture selection algorithm that is tailored for representing news; ii) to represent the
criminal’s profile and to on-line modify it according to more recent news; iii) to
generate clusters of similar criminals and represent and analyze their evolution.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, related work on the
considered application domain and methodological aspects are discussed; Section
3 is devoted to the detailed presentation of our method; in Section 4 the empirical
evaluation on both artificially generated and real-world datasets is reported.
Finally, conclusions are drawn and some future work is outlined.

2 Related Work

In the literature, a variety of approaches to deal with evolving clusters from
textual data streams can be found. For example, in [26] the authors propose
an incremental and neural network based version of the spherical k-means [11]
which, according to an appropriate rule for updating the weights of the neural
network, incrementally modifies the closest cluster center, given a new incom-
ing news. A different approach is proposed in [1], where the authors face the
problem of clustering blogs by considering labels manually associated to them
and generating, in this way, a so called “collective wisdom”. In [18] the authors
propose a system called Personalized Blog Reader (PBR), which clusters stories
into topics from different blogs. Clustering is performed in two phases: a static
clustering algorithm, which provides a set of initial clusters, and a dynamic
clustering algorithm, which incrementally updates clusters on the basis of the
distance between new stories and clusters’ stories. Despite the clear relationship,



there are important differences between topic tracking and the research we report
in this paper. First, in topic tracking clusters represent the same topic across
the time dimension. In our case, each cluster is associated to a single time inter-
val. Consequently, we do not apply classical incremental clustering approaches,
but we identify clusters for each time interval and compare them with clusters
identified for previous time intervals. Second, in topic tracking, clusters group
together news about the same topic (i.e. the unit of analysis is the news), while
in our case the considered unit of analysis is the person the news is associated
with (the criminal). This means that we cluster together similar criminals on
the basis of news associated to them.

A similar approach to ours is proposed in [4], where clusters of keywords
extracted from messages published in blogs are identified for each time interval.
Clusters associated to consecutive time intervals are pairwise compared in order
to identify pairs with the highest affinity. By combining affinity relationships
over several time intervals, it is possible to identify the top-k paths that express
the most significant evolutions of the initial clusters over time. The main differ-
ence with respect to our approach is that the considered unit of analysis is the
“keyword” (and not, for example, the author of the blog), on the basis of the
intuition that clusters of keywords characterize topics.

Another approach, which is similar to ours, is presented in [23], where the
authors propose an approach for defining and monitoring blog interests by clus-
tering, for each time interval, blogs on the basis of their content. However, in
this case, clustering is performed on the pairs (class, similarity) obtained by a
centroid based classifier. This means that clustering significantly depends on a
preliminary supervised learning phase.

As for the specific application domain, in the seminal work in [9], the authors
propose the use of different data mining algorithms (for clustering, association
rule mining sequential pattern mining, deviation detection, classification and so-
cial network analysis) for analyzing data about criminal activities, in order to
solve specific problems such as identification of possible money laundering, char-
acterization of criminals’ profiles, network intrusion detection, etc. Following this
seminal work, most of the research has mainly focused on (social/criminal) net-
work link analysis [21, 20] and crime entity associations extraction from textual
documents [9, 8, 24]. However, at the best of our knowledge, no work considers
the problem of mining evolutions of criminal behaviors over time.

3 TB-CREDIS

In this section we define the method TB-CREDIS (Time-Based CRiminal Evo-
lution DIScoverer) that allows us to discover criminal evolutions from textual
documents which are related to crimes. In this respect, a criminal evolution can
be defined as a relevant change of crime typologies committed by a group of
similar criminals in different time windows. All the necessary information are
extracted from time-stamped textual documents (the time-stamp can represent
the publication date) which are implicitly associated to a single time window.



In this work, time windows are defined as adjacent and disjunct time inter-
vals, obtained by subdividing the entire period we intend to analyze into intervals
of the same size. Evolutions are discovered by analyzing the changes identified
among distinct time windows.

The textual content of each document dj is represented according to the
classical Vector Space Model (VSM), i.e. as an m-dimensional vector, where m
is the number of extracted terms after the application of classical pre-processing
methods for tokenization, stop-word removal and stemming. Each document
vector contains normalized TF-IDF values associated to term-document pairs.

In the same way, each criminal is represented as a vector, in the same terms
space used for documents (an example that we will show in the experiments is:
[attack; fire; claim; suspect; report; injur; islam]), which better represents his
semantic position and describes his crime typologies in a given time window.
Since the terms space can be very large, a feature selection phase is necessary.

Summarizing, the method TB-CREDIS consists on the application of the
following phases: i) VSM representation of the documents, ii) feature selection,
iii) identification of the semantic position of each criminal in each time window,
iv) clustering of criminals for each time window and v) evolution discovery and
analysis.

In the following subsections, we explain the methods we use for performing
feature selection, representing criminals and studying their evolution.

3.1 Feature Selection

In most of the feature selection methods proposed in the literature, the goal is
to analyze the correlation between each attribute (or a set of attributes) and the
target attribute, in order to favor attributes with the highest prediction power.
However, in our case, we do not have any target attribute to guide the selec-
tion, that has to be performed in an unsupervised way (see [6] for related works
on unsupervised feature selection algorithms). In this paper we use two distinct
unsupervised feature selection algorithms. The first one is used as a baseline
criterion and is based on the variance of the feature values, while the second
(MIGRAL-CP) rewards features that show both great variation for dissimilar
examples and low variation for similar ones and, at the same time, penalizes fea-
tures that are correlated to already selected ones (penalizes redundant features).

Variance The most straightforward way to select a subset of terms is by com-
puting the variance of the relative term-frequency of each term in the entire
document collection and keeping the k terms with the highest variance. Intu-
itively, a term with a high variance in its frequency will better discriminate
documents, whereas a term with low or zero variance in its frequency will sub-
stantially describe the documents in the same way.

This feature selection algorithm has the advantage of a linear time complex-
ity, at the price of some disadvantages:

– it selects the terms which best discriminate between documents, disregarding
their real similarity. In fact, it does not take into account the case in which



similar documents share the same terms with similar relative term-frequency.
This can lead to lose terms that characterize entire classes of documents.

– it does not consider the correlation between terms. In fact, two strongly
correlated terms will be both selected if they are in the set of the top k
terms with the highest variance. This leads to select redundant terms.

MIGRAL-CP A more sophisticated attempt to perform unsupervised feature
selection is reported in [13], where the authors propose to use the Laplacian
Score to identify the features which better preserve samples similarity. However,
the Laplacian Score rewards features for which similar samples show a small
variation in the feature values, but does not reward those that show a large
variation for dissimilar samples. Starting from this work, we define a different
method called MInimum GRAph Loss with Correlation Penalty (MIGRAL-CP).
The goal of this method is twofold: i) to select features (terms) which show both
great variation for dissimilar examples (documents) and low variation for similar
ones and ii) to discard features correlated with already selected features. Both
goals are of fundamental importance for the task at hand.

Formally, given the set of documents D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} and the com-
plete set of terms T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm}, we build the (fully-connected undirected)
neighborhood graph G, where each node represents a document and each edge
is labeled with the similarity value between the corresponding documents. The
label of the edge between the nodes associated to the documents di and dj is

defined as: vij = e−||wdi−wdj ||
2

, where wdi (wdj ) is the relative term-frequency
vector associated to the document di (dj), defined according to the entire set
of terms T . The similarity measure directly follows from the Laplacian score
definition but, obviously, any other similarity measure might be considered.

We define an iterative method to select a subset of k terms which satisfy the
above requirements. The first term is selected in order to maximize the score:

Score1(tr) =
1

2

1− 1

n

n∑
j=1

ρ(Vj , Fr,j)

 (1)

where:

– Vj = [vj,1, vj,2, . . . , vj,n] are the similarity values between the document j
and all the other documents, using all the terms.

– Fr,j =
[
(sr,j − sr,1)2, (sr,j − sr,2)2, . . . , (sr,j − sr,n)2

]
are the dissimilarities

between the document j and all the other documents, using the term tr only.
In this formula, sr,j is the relative term frequency of the term tr in dj .

– ρ(·, ·) is the classical Pearson correlation coefficient.

The first selected term (t̂1 = arg maxtr∈T Score1(tr)) will be the one which
determines the highest inverse linear correlation between the documents’ sim-
ilarities computed with all the terms and documents’ dissimilarities computed
with only that term. The remaining k − 1 terms are selected according to:

Scorei(tr) = Scorei−1(tr)× (1− penalty(tr, t̂i−1)) (2)



which, at each iteration i, reduces the score associated to each term according
to a penalty function penalty(tr, t̂i−1) which takes into account the correlation
between a term and the term that has been selected as feature in the previous
iteration. In this way, we prevent that two redundant terms are both considered
as features. Coherently with the correlation coefficient introduced before, here we
introduce the following definition: penalty(tr, t̂i−1) = max (0,

∣∣ρ(tr, t̂i−1)
∣∣− γ),

where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. The rationale of this choice is that a correlation value of∣∣ρ(tr, t̂i−1)
∣∣ ≤ γ is considered too small to result in a penalty.

3.2 Representing Criminals

For each time window τz, the semantic position of each criminal is represented
in the same k-dimensional terms space identified in the feature selection phase.
In the following we describe two possible alternatives.

Time-Weighted Centroid The most straightforward approach is to compute
a weighted centroid of the vectors of the documents associated to the criminal,
such that a higher weight is assigned to more recent documents. Formally, the
semantic position of the criminal c for the time window τz is computed as:

X(c, τz, h) =

∑
<dj ,τj>∈Sc,τz,h

pτz,τj (h)× wdj∑
<dj ,τj>∈Sc,τz,h

pτz,τj (h)
, (3)

where Sc,τz,h is the set of documents associated to the criminal c, belonging to
the considered time window τz or one of the previous h− 1 time windows, and
pτz,τj (h) = 1 − z−j+1

h is the time fading-factor which reduces the effect of the
document dj according to the distance between the considered time window (τz)
and the time window τj the considered document is associated to.

Max Density Point A more sophisticated solution for representing criminals
comes from the work in [7]. This solution consists in substituting each point
(document) with a k-dimensional Gaussian function and searching for the point
in the space with the highest sum of contributions. Formally, each document dj
is represented as a function d′j(·) with domain in [0, 1]k and range in R+:

d′j(x) =

k∏
i=1

1√
2πσ2

e−
(xi−si,j)

2

2σ2 (4)

where σ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that defines the width of the Gaussian function.
The position of the criminal c for the time window τz is computed as follows:

X(c, τz, h) = arg max
x∈[0,1]k

∑
<dj ,τj>∈Sc,τz,h

pτz,τj (h)× d′j(x) (5)

where the time fading-factor pτz,τj (h) reduces the value of the Gaussian function.
Since it is computationally impractical to search for the point X(c, τz, h) in

the continuous space [0, 1]k, an equal-width discrete space is used, instead. This



Fig. 1. Gaussian function defined on a single dimension with y = 0.5, β = 20, σ = 0.05
(a) and σ = 0.10 (b). In (a) it would be enough to analyze only the values 0.45, 0.50
and 0.55, whereas in (b) it would be necessary to analyze also the values 0.40 and 0.60.

discrete space is defined as Φk, where Φ =
{

0, 1
β ,

2
β , . . . ,

β−1
β , 1

}
and β+ 1 is the

number of desired distinct values. The value of each dimension is associated to
its nearest value in Φ through a function ψ : [0, 1]→ Φ.

Although we work in the discrete space, the computational complexity re-
mains high, that is, exponentially depending on the number of selected terms k
and linearly depending on the number of documents associated to each criminal
|Sc,τz,h|. However, the computation can be further optimized according to two
criteria. i) The search can be limited to the areas interested by at least one doc-
ument. ii) We can adopt a greedy search that focuses only around the points for
which the d′j(·) functions1, which contribute to X(c, τz, h), reach the maximum
values. For instance, consider the case depicted in Figure 1, it is possible to focus
on the search in a smaller area on the left and on the right (for each dimension)
of the points for which the bell-shaped functions assumes the maximum value.

Let y be the value assumed on a given dimension by a given document. Given
the applied discretization, we analyze only βσ values on both sides of y, leading
to a total of 2βσ + 1 values for each dimension2, instead of β + 1. In this way,
we cover all the available values in [y − σ; y + σ].

Furthermore, an incremental approach can be applied, in order to take ad-
vantage of the result obtained for the previous time window. In fact, the position
X(c, τz, h) can be either the same of the previous time window (X(c, τz−1, h))
or a new position around a new document only. Thus the search can be limited
to the areas interested by only the documents belonging to τz and to X(c, τz, h).

Let ΦkSc,τz ⊆ Φk the set of values obtained after the application of the opti-

mization criteria i) and ii), the semantic position is calculated as follows:

X(c, τz, h) = arg max
x∈(ΦkSc,τz ∪{X(c,τz−1,h)})

∑
<dj ,τj>∈Sc,τz,h

pτz,τj (h)× d′j(x). (6)

Finally, the criminal position X(c, τz, h) in (6) can be calculated in a parallel way,
assigning at each computational unit (i.e., available CPU) a subset of ΦkSc,τz ∪
{X(c, τz−1, h)} and aggregating results.

1 d′j(·) is a bell-shaped function in the k-dimensional space.
2 Reasonable values of σ are ≤ 0.1. In the experiments we use σ ∈ {0.05, 0.1}.



3.3 Clusters evolution discovering

The last necessary step, before analyzing criminal evolutions, consists of search-
ing for homogeneous groups (i.e. clusters) of criminals for each time window. At
this purpose, we use a modified version of the K-means algorithm. This choice
is motivated by the fact that it is a well known standard algorithm that would
provide a fair comparison between the feature selection algorithms and between
the criminal representation criteria. Obviously, in our framework, any clustering
algorithm (also density based, such as DBSCAN [12]) can be plugged in.

Our improvement to the standard K-means algorithm consists in the auto-
matic identification of the reasonable number of clusters to be extracted. Indeed,
this is necessary in the task at hand, where the evolution of criminal behaviors
does not allow the user to a-priori define the number of clusters for each time
window. Moreover, there is no guarantee that all the crime typologies are neces-
sarily present in each time window. The solution we adopt to solve this problem
is that of exploiting Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In general, the idea
behind PCA is that of identifying principal components (new orthogonal axes)
according to which data are distributed. That is, given a set of feature-vector
represented examples, PCA identifies a new (smaller) set of features, which are
obtained as a linear combination of the original ones. By inverting the roles of
features and examples, it is possible to identify new (orthogonal) examples (pro-
totype vectors), according to which other examples (vectors) can be aggregated.
Since PCA identifies the smaller number of prototype vectors such that a given
percentage of the variance in the data is explained [14], the number of prototype
vectors can be used as an indication of the appropriate number of clusters.

Once clustering is performed for each time window, it is possible to identify:

– the position of the cluster in the k-dimensional terms space. Each cluster is
usually identified by a number, which gives no information about the cluster
semantic. Analyzing the terms with the highest weights in the cluster (e.g.
of its centroid) can give an idea about the crime typology it represents.

– a matching between clusters of different time windows according to the sim-
ilarity between the clusters’ centroids (Figure 2). Unfortunately, there is no
guarantee that it is always possible to find meaningful matches.

– the number of criminals which have evolved from the crime typology rep-
resented by Ci to that represented by Cj , where Ci and Cj are two generic
clusters extracted for the time windows τz−1 and τz, respectively (Figure 3).

4 Empirical Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the proposed method on both synthetic and real data.
As regards the synthetic dataset, news about 100 criminals are generated for

ten consecutive annual time windows (from 2001 to 2010). For each criminal, a
set of less then 200 news, each belonging to one of the considered time windows,
is generated by considering 7 specific vocabularies and a generic English vocab-
ulary, in order to introduce “noise terms”. For each time window and criminal,



Fig. 2. An example of matching found between two clusters belonging to different time
windows, analyzing the centroids’ similarity.

Fig. 3. Example of a discovered criminal evolution. Three criminals have moved from
the cluster C2 in τz−1 to the cluster C1 in τz.

the probability of changing crime typology is set to 0.3. The feature selection
phase is executed with both the proposed methods, with k = 10 and γ = 0.5 (for
MIGRAL-CP). For MaxDensity, β is set to 20. We remind that k is the number
of features to select, γ is the minimum value of the Pearson coefficient (between
the last selected feature and the other features) to apply a penalty and β + 1 is
the number of distinct values in which to discretize the interval [0,1].

As regards the real dataset, we consider the Global Terrorism Database
(GTD)3. GTD consists of information on terrorist events (currently more than
98000 cases) around the world from 1970 through 2010 (with annual updates), in-
cluding systematic data (news, criminals and timestamp) on domestic as well as
international terrorist incidents. In this experiment, we consider 13 consecutive
annual time windows (from 1998 to 2010), for a total of 11225 news concerning
82 criminals (or criminal organizations). The feature selection phase is executed
with both the proposed methods, with k = 15 and γ = .5 (for MIGRAL-CP).
For MaxDensity, β is set to 20.

Results are collected in terms of a variant of the Q-Modularity measure
[19], which allows us to evaluate the quality of the clustering with respect to a
random clustering. Let eij = 2

r(r−1)
∑
c′∈Ci,c′′∈Cj sim(X(c′, τz, h), X(c′′, τz, h))

be a measure of the strength of the interconnections between criminals in the
cluster Ci and criminals in the cluster Cj . In this formula, r represents the total
number of criminals and sim(·, ·) ∈ [0, 1] is the cosine similarity. Intuitively, we
want clusters for which eii values are generally large and eij(i 6= j) values are

generally small. Formally: Q =
∑k
i=1

(
eii − a2i

)
, where ai =

∑
j eij =

∑
j eji.

3 http://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/



Table 1. Clustering Q-Modularity and running times on the synthetic dataset.

Variance MIGRAL-CP
Position h σ Var time q-mod time q-mod
Centroid 2 - 80% 00:20:52 0.157 00:55:54 0.198
Centroid 2 - 90% 00:20:52 0.150 00:55:54 0.209
Centroid 2 - 80% 00:20:58 0.102 00:55:59 0.142
Centroid 2 - 90% 00:20:58 0.101 00:55:59 0.143
Centroid 2 - 80% 00:21:00 0.080 00:56:01 0.114
Centroid 2 - 90% 00:21:00 0.081 00:56:01 0.115

MaxDensity 2 0.05 80% 00:21:47 0.322 00:56:44 0.392
MaxDensity 2 0.05 90% 00:21:47 0.356 00:56:44 0.380
MaxDensity 2 0.10 80% 01:20:35 0.335 01:50:08 0.375
MaxDensity 2 0.10 90% 01:20:35 0.357 01:50:08 0.373
MaxDensity 5 0.05 80% 00:20:19 0.341 00:57:12 0.399
MaxDensity 5 0.05 90% 00:20:19 0.365 00:57:12 0.379
MaxDensity 5 0.10 80% 01:53:13 0.363 02:19:22 0.350
MaxDensity 5 0.10 90% 01:53:13 0.366 02:19:22 0.368
MaxDensity 10 0.05 80% 00:22:27 0.339 00:57:28 0.386
MaxDensity 10 0.05 90% 00:22:27 0.385 00:57:28 0.371
MaxDensity 10 0.10 80% 02:10:17 0.369 02:35:54 0.354
MaxDensity 10 0.10 90% 02:10:17 0.372 02:35:54 0.369

Table 2. Clustering Q-Modularity and running times on the GTD dataset.

Variance MIGRAL-CP
Position h σ Var time q-mod time q-mod
Centroid 2 - 90% 00:09:01 0.294 39:54:44 0.245
Centroid 2 - 95% 00:09:01 0.319 39:54:44 0.270
Centroid 5 - 90% 00:09:06 0.297 39:54:48 0.224
Centroid 5 - 95% 00:09:06 0.316 39:54:48 0.249
Centroid 10 - 90% 00:09:10 0.304 39:54:51 0.232
Centroid 10 - 95% 00:09:10 0.322 39:54:51 0.245

MaxDensity 2 0.05 90% 110:41:36 0.322 100:17:46 0.447
MaxDensity 2 0.05 95% 110:41:36 0.509 100:17:46 0.479
MaxDensity 5 0.05 90% 137:41:36 0.325 118:59:17 0.454
MaxDensity 5 0.05 95% 137:41:36 0.521 118:59:17 0.487
MaxDensity 10 0.05 90% 144:20:21 0.400 126:06:27 0.452
MaxDensity 10 0.05 95% 144:20:21 0.524 126:06:27 0.479

As it can be observed in Tables 1 and 2, the MIGRAL-CP algorithm leads to
higher clustering quality in the synthetic dataset, with respect to the variance-
based method, at the price of significantly higher running times. This conclu-
sion does not hold for the GTD dataset, where there is no clear advantage of
MIGRAL-CP over the variance-based method in the case of MaxDensity (where
we have better results). As regards the method for computing the criminals’
position, the MaxDensity method always significantly outperforms the centroid
method on both datasets, at the price of a slightly higher running times. A more
detailed analysis reveals that the best combination is MaxDensity-Variance in
the case of a relatively small number of clusters (Var=90%) and MaxDensity-
MIGRAL-CP in the case of a relatively high number of clusters (Var=95%).

From a qualitative viewpoint, an example of cluster extracted from the GTD
(VAR=90%, MaxDensity-MIGRAL-CP, h=5) has the following centroid: [at-
tack: 0.593; fire: 0.371; claim: 0.271; suspect: 0.1; report: 0.057; injur: 0.057;
islam: 0.05] which allows us to identify a specific type of crime (terrorist at-
tack). In Figure 4, it is possible to observe an example of a discovered criminal



Fig. 4. A cluster evolution in the synthetic dataset. TF-IDF values are plotted.

evolution. Criminals belonging to a specific cluster in the first time window are
tracked in the subsequent time windows. In the figure we plot the average weight
of two relevant terms associated to the cluster centroid the criminals belong to.
As we can see, while the weight of the term “rapin” decreases over time, the
weight of the term “extort” increases and shows a peak in the period 2004-2006.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a framework which is able to incrementally extract
knowledge from time-stamped news. The framework is four stepped: 1) it ex-
tracts features (terms) from news, 2) it represents subjects to which news are
associated with, in terms of their semantic position, 3) it clusters together sub-
jects and 4) it analyzes the clusters evolution. The framework has been evaluated
in the context of risk identification and analysis in order to understand the evo-
lution of criminal behaviors. Results on both real and synthetically generated
datasets show that the algorithm for the identification of the criminal’s semantic
position provides the best results, independently of the considered configuration.
For future works we intend to analytically identify the value of σ, with respect
to h, such that the global optimum is guaranteed and to perform a more detailed
qualitative evaluation on the evolutions discovered on real datasets. Finally, we
intend to analyze how results may vary with different sizes of time windows.
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